
Brooks School Educational Packet

We are thrilled to introduce Chicago: High School Edition to the Brooks community on February

23rd - 25th. This packet offers background information on the play as well as classroom

activities. If you’re unable to use the packet in its entirety, feel free to make these assignments

extra credit for your students. We’re hoping attendance and support is high for this production!

Our student-actors and crew members have worked incredibly hard this winter to produce an

exceptional and entertaining show. Come see their memorable performance!



PLOT SUMMARY
(from the Concord Theatricals Script)

In late 1920s Chicago, Illinois, jazz star VELMA KELLY sings and performs as a dramatic scene

unfolds: ROXIE HART, a married woman, has come home with her boyfriend, FRED CASELY. Fred

tries to end the affair, but Roxie becomes enraged, shooting him in cold blood (And All That

Jazz)

Three hours later Officer FOGARTY and the police arrive, and Roxie convinces her husband,

AMOS, to lie and say that he killed the “burglar” – when really, he arrived home and heard the

story from Roxie. She sings her husband’s praises – until a policeman reveals the man’s identity

and Amos recognizes Fred Casely, the man who sold them their furniture, and certainly no

burglar (Funny Honey). Amos realizes his wife lied to cover up her affair, and he turns against

her. In a fit of rage, Roxie confesses to the affair and the murder. She is taken away by the police.

At the Cook County Jail, six “merry murderesses,” including Velma, LIZ, ANNIE, JUNE, MONA,

and HUNYAK - who insists she is not guilty – tell their bloody tales (Cell Block Tango). Then, the

Keeper of the Keys MATRON “MAMA” MORTON introduces herself, reminding the women that

she’s willing to do them favors if they do favors for her (When You’re Good to Mama). As Matron

introduces Roxie to her fellow prisoners, she asks about Roxie’s defense for the trial. Roxie

doesn’t have one, so Matron suggests the best criminal lawyer in Chicago, BILLY FLYNN. After a

bit of sweet-talking, Roxie convinces Amos to foot the lawyer’s very expensive bill.

For his part, Billy insists that his motives are pure (All I Care About), yet when Amos meets with

him it becomes clear that Billy intends to get every bit of money and publicity possible out of

the case. Billy rewrites the story of Roxie’s life, casting her as an innocent girl swept up by life in

the big city. There is one pivotal point of the story that Billy drives home to reporters: Fred

reached for the gun, and Roxie, in self-defense, did too (We Both Reached for the Gun).

The REPORTERS love the story, including famed columnist MARY SUNSHINE, and Roxie is thrilled

with her newfound fame (Roxie). Velma, realizing she is yesterday’s news, desperately pitches

an idea to Roxie: why don’t the two of them do a double act when they get out (I can’t Do it

Alone)? Roxie rejects the idea.
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When Billy drops Roxie for a hot new case – pineapple heiress KITTY, who killed her boyfriend

HARRY and his girlfriend after finding them together – Roxie realizes that fame fades quickly.

She and Velma lament their lost spotlight (My Own Best Friend). However, Roxie has a plan: she

faints. When she “comes to,” she informs Billy and the reporters that she is going to have a

baby.

Reporters swarm Roxie as she thoroughly enjoys the frenzy her announcement has caused (Me

and My Baby). Amos excitedly proclaimed himself the father, but no one seems to notice. He

sadly muses that no one ever seems to notice him (Mister Cellophane).

Billy visits the jail to meet with Roxie, but runs into Velma, who is also his client. She tells Billy

that she has been practicing what she will do for her trial, and she shows him her routine (When

Velma Takes the Stand). Meanwhile, Roxie has been practicing her own trial routine, and she

confesses to Billy that she is nervous. Billy advises her to “razzle dazzle” the courtroom (Razzle

Dazzle). Roxie does just that, and the jury finds her not guilty.

The trail’s conclusion leaves Roxie disappointed as the crowd rushes off to the next big scandal;

she was hoping this would be her big break. However, she’s quickly thrust back in the spotlight

when she teams up with Velma, performing a new act that takes Chicago by storm (Nowadays).

The two “scintillating sinners” are stars (Finale).

The History of Chicago the Musical
(from the Concord Theatricals Script)

CHICAGO is a darkly satirical, razzle dazzling musical set to the backdrop of Prohibition era

Chicago. The show has its origins in real-life, high profile crimes, criminals, and trials of the

1920s. Maurine Dallas Watkins, a columnist at the time, shared these stories with the public,

and her columns were so popular that she chose to use the material for a play. Much like her

columns, Chicago the play received acclaim from audiences and critics alike. The play even

made a Broadway debut in 1926, running for 172 performances. Chicago the play, and later, the

musical, both poke fun at the corruption in the criminal justice system and the idea of “celebrity

criminals.”

The play led to a 1927 silent film of the same title, which was remade into Roxie Hart starring

Ginger Rogers in 1942. It wasn’t until the 1960s that Bob Fosse began inquiring about the
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possibility of a musical adaptation upon his wife’s urging. Watkins repeatedly declined when

Fosse asked to buy the play’s rights, but upon her death in 1969, her estate agreed to sell the

rights to him, his wife Gwen Verdon, and producer Richard Fryer. John Kander and Frank Ebb

created the musical score, Fosse and Ebb penned the book, and Fosse directed and

choreographed. Chicago: A Musical Vaudeville debuted on June 3, 1975 at the 46th Street

Theater and ran through August 27, 1977 for a total of 936 performances. It received mixed

reviews, as some of the audience was uncomfortable with the show’s tendency to drop the

fourth wall.

The show found its way back to Broadway in 1996 after a May Encores! concert series in new

York reignited interest. Renamed Chicago: The Musical, the show opened on November 14,

1996 at the Richard Rodgers Theatre and received much more critical praise than its

predecessor, even garnering six Tony Awards - more than any other revival in Broadway history

at the time. The show’s success led to a 2002 film that collected six Academy Awards, including

Best Picture. The second longest-running Broadway show ever, Chicago can still be seen today

at the Ambassador Theater. With more than 8,000 performances to date, audiences clearly

cannot get enough of “all that jazz.”

Music of the 1920s
(compiled by Griff Mann)

Listen to jazz music from the roaring 20s!

Classroom Activities
(created and designed by Jarko Gil and Ms. Hanlon)

1. Headline News! Sensationalist journalism is a huge part of the show. With your class,

explore the history of sensationalist headlines and writing, and how it’s evolved over the

years. Take a look at modern headlines and discuss how journalists are gaining followers

and interested readers. How is this influencing social media and the ways in which news

(in general) is disseminated?

2. Music: Take a step back to analyze music back in the 1920’s style (more specifically jazz

in that period of time). Discuss the history of the music and perhaps in a music class,
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create a fragment of a song using that style in mind. It should reflect what you learned

about popular instruments at the time as well as other characteristic details that made

up jazz in the 1920’s.

Relation to Chicago: Since the musical is set in Chicago in the 1920’s and music was such

an important part of cultural expression, it would be a fun idea for students to try and

recreate the escapism that was music for Chicago citizens during that time.

3. Women in the News: Research Maurine Dallas Watkins, the original author of Chicago

back in 1926, as a study case. Investigate the author and present to the class either in an

article format or an oral presentation.

4. Poetry: Read Carl Sandburg’s poem “Chicago” written in 1913. After analyzing what it

refers to and what the poem's intentions are (being a love letter to Chicago city),

students should look into the style of poetry popular during that context and try to

replicate it into a poem of their own. The poem could be a love letter to a place of

preference, be it a country, a certain location or just the world in general.

5. Post-Production: After watching the performances, students can reflect on what they

saw and experienced. What are their impressions and initial thoughts on the themes in

the production? What character or storyline stuck out to them? Why?

6. Violence: This production intentionally left out the use of prop guns and explicit violence

on the stage, which has been replicated in other performances. What are your thoughts

around that and why might the director have chosen to go this route? What effect does

it have on the story and your understanding of the show?
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